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     Lactose prices held steady on the mostly price series, but the price range expanded. A few

     manufacturers capitalized on eager buyers, perhaps prompted by the jump of prices on the

     recent GDT event. However, other suppliers report weak prices prevail in some markets,

     specifically, lower mesh sizes destined into markets that have low cost thresholds for their

     carbohydrate needs. Market participants are working hard to try to understand the nomothetic

     principles on display within lactose supply and demand. Many expect a continuance of the

     slow, methodical firming tone within lactose markets. Inventories are tight, or at least

     comfortable. Production is steady and in generally good balance with stable demand.

     Furthermore, some contacts see the disappearance of skim milk powder stocks in the EU as a

     possible signal that the EU may shift to more skim milk powder production, and therefore,

     use more lactose for standardization. However, there are also bearish signals. Some contacts

     suggest trade issues between the U.S. and China are taking a toll on business relationships.

     In addition, some see a weakening Chinese economy that may dampen any further upswing of

     lactose markets. Time will tell whether bulls or bears prevail.

     Prices for: Central and Western U.S., Spot Sales And Up to 3 Month Contracts, F.O.B.,

     Conventional, and Edible Lactose

     Price Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:                .2800 - .5000

     Mostly Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:               .3200 - .4200

     Information for the period January 14 - 18, 2019, issued weekly

     Secondary Sourced Information:

     Global Dairy Trade (GDT) Event

     At the GDT Event 228 on January 15, the lactose price for the March contract period was

     $0.4681 per pound, up 7.9 percent.
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: http://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN Database Portal: http://www.marketnews.usda.gov/mnp/da-home


